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In conclusion, these results provide evidence for a differential affect on the transcriptome of BOEC in vitro depending on
embryo stage. These changes is induced either by direct contact with embryo or by embryo secretions released into the
media
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Figure 1. Relative mRNA abundnace of SMAD6 (BMP signaling pathway); ROCK1, ROCK2 (Cytokinesis); SOCS3, PRELP
(inflammatory response); GPX4, NFE2L2 (oxidative stress); SCN9A (Sodium ion binding); EPSTI1 (Tissue remodeling); IGFBP3
(Insulin4like growth factor binding); TDGF1 (BMP signaling pathway); AGR3 (Regulation of ciliary beating)] in BOEC co4cultured
with 2 cell embryos during 48h .

Figure 2. Relative mRNA abundnace of SMAD6 (BMP signaling pathway); ROCK1, ROCK2 (Cytokinesis); SOCS3, PRELP
(inflammatory response); GPX4, NFE2L2 (oxidative stress); SCN9A (Sodium ion binding); EPSTI1 (Tissue remodeling); IGFBP3
(Insulin4like growth factor binding); TDGF1 (BMP signaling pathway); AGR3 (Regulation of ciliary beating)] in BOEC co4cultured
with 8 cell embryos during 48h.

BOEC were co4cultured with embryos at the 24 cell
or at the 84cell stage or with respective CM. The
following experimental groups were established:
BOEC directly beneath the embryos (BOEC EMB+);
BOEC from the same well but located away from the
embryos (BOEC EMB4); BOEC cultured with embryo
CM (BOEC CM); BOEC recovered from a control well
without embryos. Four replicates were used for gene
expression analysis.

In order to limit the area of contact between the embryos and
BOEC, a nontoxic woven polyester mesh with a size of 41x41
grid was used. One piece of mesh with highlighted area of 7x7
squares was stuck outside the well of BOEC monolayer, to be
used as a "guide mesh". Another piece of mesh, after being
washed once with 70% ethanol and twice with SOF, was
introduced into the BOEC well (inside mesh) overlapping the
guide mesh. The "inside mesh" was used to maintain embryo
position in direct contact with BOEC during the co4culture .
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The+early+bovine+embryo+may+elicit+a+transcriptomic+change+in+the+bovine+oviduct.+However+such+effect+is+ likely+to+be+very+
local,+making+it+difficult+to+detect+in&vivo.+We+observed+that+in&vitro&transcriptomic+response+of+bovine+oviduct+epithelial+cells+
(BOEC)+ to+ the+ early+ embryo+ could+ be+ the+ result+ of+ a+ contact4dependent+ signaling+ effect+ or+ interactions+ with+ embryo+
secretions.+ In? order? to? determine? this,? BOEC? were? co@cultured? directly? with? embryos? or? indirectly? with? embryo@
conditioned?media?(CM).
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Introduction

a,b letters in figure 1 and 2 indicate significant differences based on One Way analysis of variance (ANOVA, P<0.05)
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